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Christian Aid and Cafod have
support in every parish and global
reach – connecting local churches
here with communities all over the
world. Everywhere, they work
with local organisations to ensure
that the help that is offered
reaches those who need it, and
responds to practical needs in ways
that work in each place.
Stephen Garsed for Cafod and
Arton Medd for Christian Aid
talked about the work of both
organisations, from emergency aid,
to long-term support and
development work, to lobbying
and advocacy.
The over-all impression was of a
global faith-based network working
for good where the world’s most
powerful have no interest. It felt
almost subversive – like a wellfunded, well-organised, highlymotivated, faith-based global
network, dedicated to the practical
support the most vulnerable,
working in the powerless margins
of every society on earth. Perhaps
this is part of what Jesus meant
when he talked about the kingdom
of heaven, or the kingdom of God,
‘amongst you’, here on earth, as
an alternative kingdom...

CHURCH-SPONSORED WORK in
LANCASTER and MORECAMBE

With Jan Norbury and Clive Scott from
Christ Church Night Shelter, Annette Smith from
Morecambe Bay Food Bank, Brian Kirtley and
Keith Brockbank from Mustard Seed at The Priory,
and Susan Seed from Faith Groups in Support of the
Homeless – news and insights from the front line of
church-sponsored work amongst the most
vulnerable in Lancaster and Morecambe

And tomorrow at 7.30pm

IN TRANSITION

So many young people are choosing gender
transition that it is now affecting virtually every high
school in the country. Our panel includes Fr Luiz
Ruscillo (head of education for the Diocese of
Lancaster), Revd Chris Newlands (Lancaster
Priory), Kirsty Allan (Creative Wellbeing) and
Dr Lewis Turner, who provides training and support
services to Lancaster’s schools, colleges and
universities. Numbers have been doubling every
year, and this is our chance to find out more.

